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Rapid gravity filters, the final particulate barrier in many water treatment systems, are typically moni-
tored using on-line turbidity, flow and head loss instrumentation. Current metrics for assessing filtration
performance from on-line turbidity data were critically assessed and observed not to effectively and con-
sistently summarise the important properties of a turbidity distribution and the associated water quality
risk. In the absence of a consistent risk function for turbidity in treated water, using on-line turbidity as
an indicative rather than a quantitative variable appears to be more practical. Best practice suggests that
filtered water turbidity should be maintained below 0.1 NTU, at higher turbidity we can be less confident
of an effective particle and pathogen barrier. Based on this simple distinction filtration performance has
been described in terms of reliability and resilience by characterising the likelihood, frequency and dura-
tion of turbidity spikes greater than 0.1 NTU. This view of filtration performance is then used to frame
operational diagnosis of unsatisfactory performance in terms of a machine learning classification prob-
lem. Through calculation of operationally relevant predictor variables and application of the
Classification and Regression Tree (CART) algorithm the conditions associated with the greatest risk of
poor filtration performance can be effectively modelled and communicated in operational terms. This
provides a method for an evidence based decision support which can be used to efficiently manage indi-
vidual pathogen barriers in a multi-barrier system.

� 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Rapid gravity filters provide the final barrier to particulates in
most large municipal water supply systems. Public health risk aris-
ing from large water supply systems is primarily associated with
short duration contamination or challenge events, such as those
associated with extreme weather events, which are poorly cap-
tured by regulatory sampling programmes [1]. Breakthrough and
transient periods of high turbidity have been associated with
increased concentrations of oocysts, suspended solids and spore
forming bacteria in distribution systems [2,3]. In addition, turbid-
ity is widely interpreted and assumed to indicate removal perfor-
mance of water-borne environmental pathogens [4,5]. Therefore,
on-line turbidity meters provide a record to evidence filtration per-
formance with a degree of granularity far greater than can be
achieved by regulatory sampling.

Turbidity quantifies the extent to which suspended particles
scatter light subject to their concentration, size and colour [6]. As
an optical property, turbidity is not a direct health risk but has been
associated with the presence of bacteria, the shielding of micro-
organisms from disinfection, causing additional chlorine demand,
increasing disinfection-by-product (DBP) formation and promoting
biological growth in distribution [7,8]. In the UK, the prescribed
value for turbidity is 4 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) at
the customer’s tap with an indicative limit of 1 NTU for water leav-
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ing the treatment works [9]. The World Health Organisation sug-
gests that prior to chlorination large municipal supplies should
average below 0.2 NTU and not exceed 0.5 NTU [10]. A best practice
target of 0.1 NTU has been proposed to limit the risk of pathogen
passage [11]. Water utilities aim tomaintain low filtered water tur-
bidity in order tominimise risk of bacteriological failure, reduce the
cost of additional chemical dosing and lower DBP formation [12].
Though limitations to the sensitivity of turbidity have been
observed in comparison to particle count monitoring its simplicity,
reliability and economy ensure that turbidity remains the most
widely used parameter for monitoring filter performance [12,13].

Visualisation of turbidity records is routinely used to assess and
diagnose performance [14]. Typically, efforts by operators and sci-
entists to monitor and improve the performance of filtration pro-
cesses in terms of turbidity have used averages, percentile
statistics, or compliance with a target value over various periods
[12,15–17]. To aid consistent and objective management, investi-
gators and practitioners have developed turbidity robustness
indices (TRIs) to improve understanding of performance
[11,18,19]. However, these metrics have not routinely been applied
in practice. One of the aims of the research was to assess the suit-
ability and reliability of these indices. Alternative approaches to
performance assessment can be based around the best practice tar-
get of 0.1 NTU [11]. Performance can then be described in terms of
the likelihood, frequency, and duration of quality target breaches.
Such an approach, allows the application of basic reliability engi-
neering metrics such as the mean time between failures (MTBF)
and the mean time to recovery (MTTR) which can be applied to
indicate reliability and resilience.

Once detected, a process fault is typically diagnosed by one of
the following: from reference to prior information in quantitative
or qualitative models of the process; by using historical data; or
by combining more than one approach [20]. Purely quantitative
modelling approaches to diagnosis of filtration performance are
impractical because the underlying complex non-linear particle
separation process is not accurately described by theory and mea-
surement. Phenomenological and theoretical filtration models
often rely on measurements which are not routinely collected in
full scale water treatment [21,22]. Turbidity, for example, is not a
quantitative measurement. The formalisation of qualitative knowl-
edge into models is challenged by behavioural complexity of the
process, inflexibility to new conditions and the generation of spu-
rious diagnosis [23]. Process history based methods have been
broadly categorised as quantitative or qualitative depending upon
the method by which historical data is transformed and applied
within the diagnostic system[24]. Current guidance suggests a
form of manual qualitative trend analysis for rapid gravity filter
fault diagnosis. This requires the time-consuming manual inspec-
tion and interpretation of filter profiles in order to identify poten-
tial issues and confirmation with further physical inspections and
process investigation [15]. This investigation proposes a quantita-
tive method to identify key operational issues associated with ele-
vated filtrate turbidity, applicable over extended periods to provide
easily interpretable diagnostic models for rapid gravity filtration
operation and maintenance decisions. Such models can guide
investigations reducing the time and financial and environmental
cost incurred.

Treatment operators and managers need efficient, effective,
robust and justifiable tools and methods for the aggregation and
interpretation of large volumes of filter monitoring data into useful
information from which evidence based decisions can be made.
Using a turbidity target, such as the best-practice level of 0.1
NTU, we can frame the analysis of control system data as a classi-
fication problem whereby we identify the conditions associated
with greater likelihood of high filtrate turbidity. Classification is a
common task in machine learning and can be achieved by numer-
ous methods which can broadly be categorised into; linear, Baye-
sian, tree-based, clustering, neural-network and ensemble
approaches. Broadly, linear methods such as logistic regression,
identify and optimise a linear function to classify between one or
more categories and Bayesian methods apply Bayes’ rule. Tree
based methods use recursive binary splitting of the feature space
to fit a stepwise function. Clustering methods typically classify
based on the Cartesian distance. Neural networks mimic the func-
tion of the human brain by optimising a collection of weightings
and transfer functions (neurons) to return the most effective clas-
sifying function from a given architecture. Ensemble methods com-
bine the results of many simple classification models to improve
overall performance. Classification trees have been chosen for this
application based on their primary virtue which is interpretability.
This is key for the efficient and successful retrospective implemen-
tation of such a decision support tool for operators and managers
facilitating more effective management of individual pathogen
barriers. Further advantages of the classification tree methods are
that they work effectively using discrete and continuous variables
of any distribution and are insensitive to outliers [25].

The primary criticisms of classification trees are comparatively
poor accuracy, a tendency to over-fit, instability and poor capture
of additive structure. The objective of this investigation was to
develop workable methods which can be applied to improve oper-
ational and preventative maintenance decision making on water
treatment assets and for this reason interpretability trumps accu-
racy in this application. Though it is likely that alternative classifi-
cation methods may produce better classification accuracy, the
generation of the classification tree models allows far more broadly
accessible communication and sense checking of the diagnosis. The
tendency of classification trees to over-fit the data can be mitigated
by appropriately using k-fold cross validation to estimate the
extent of model pruning required. The problem that a small change
in the data can cause a large change in the model and that similar
splits often appear on multiple branches is inherent in the binary
splitting algorithm and are the trade-off for the simplicity of inter-
pretation [25].

Though classification trees have been implemented by numer-
ous algorithms the two most popular methods are the classifica-
tion and regression tree approach (CART) and the C4.5 and C5.0
algorithms [26]. The main distinctions between the implementa-
tion of these methods are the use of different functions to inform
the split location, alternative pruning procedures, the possibility
for multiway splits on categorical predictors and the potential for
conversion to rules. CART has been widely applied and popular
due to its accessibility and ease of interpretation when applied to
non-linear processes [25]. CART has been applied to understanding
and managing water contamination events and mechanisms
[27,28]. Through recursive partitioning of explanatory variables,
the conditions associated with an outcome of interest can be sim-
plified and presented in an interpretable tree format using the clas-
sification and regression tree (CART) algorithm [29]. The CART
algorithm is used in this study to produce interpretable models
describing the operational conditions associated with the occur-
rence of elevated filtrate turbidity.

The aims of this paper were therefore to develop intelligent,
data-driven decision support systems by assessing and developing
existing performance metrics for summarising the performance of
filtration processes in terms of turbidity and utilising other typical
sources of data to identify the likely causes.
2. Materials and methods

Data was extracted from the control system at a water treat-
ment plant in Scotland treating a mix of two upland surface water
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sources by coagulation, flocculation, dissolved air flotation, rapid
gravity filtration and chlorination. Data for the whole of 2015
describing turbidity, flow, level and head-loss for four filters as
well as raw water temperature and clarified water turbidity data
was extracted at 30 s intervals. Data handling and analysis was
performed using a PostgreSQL 9.4 database, R 3.2.0, and RStudio
[30–32]. The key R packages used were lubridate [33], ggplot2
[34], dplyr [35], RPostgreSQL [36], caret [37] and rpart [38].

Data for individual filters were split into in-service and out of
service periods and individual filter runs were delineated based
on threshold values for flow, level and head loss. Prior to analysis
the turbidity time series at 30 s intervals were cleaned to remove
specific artefacts. High turbidity values likely associated with
trapped bubbles or detachment of biofilm within the sample line
were removed then a hampel filter was applied over the natural
log transformed turbidity time series with a window length of 15
observations and a threshold of 3 standard deviations. This
removed outliers, attributable to measurement, data collection
and sampling error, from the local trend over a rolling window
and replaced them with the local median value. This process
removed false low and high outliers from bubbles passing through
the measurement cell preventing them from influencing assess-
ment of the frequency and duration of real turbidity spikes in the
filtered water.

A number of performance statistics were applied to turbidity
data in order to communicate the relative merits of different
approaches. The simple descriptive statistics applied were the
mean, median, standard deviation, 90th, 95th and 99th percentiles.
To describe the distribution of turbidity data over a period of oper-
ation a number of turbidity robustness metrics (TRIs) have been
proposed evolving from the original Eq. (1) proposed by Huck [12]

TRIp ¼ 1
2

Tp

T50
þ T50

Tgoal

� �
ð1Þ

where
Tp = pth percentile turbidity and
Tgoal = targeted turbidity value

The TRI function summarises a distribution of turbidity data in a
single value by taking a quotient of percentiles as a proxy for vari-
ance and right skew and the quotient of the median and a goal
value as a location term then averaging these two terms. This met-
ric has been applied to demonstrate changes in clarifier and filter
performance [39,40]. Subsequent modifications to improve metric
performance were proposed in Eq. (2) which involved weighting
Table 1
Predictive features for CART diagnostic model.

Explanatory variable Description

HoursInRun The time in hours elapsed since start of filter run allows
BankFlowTrend A two-hour average flow to filter bank (l/s) captures the
MaxBankFlowIncrease The maximum filter bank flow (l/s) increase over 30 min

system
BankFlowProportion The proportion of total flow to bank treated by an individ

performance
FlowShock The difference between the instantaneous rate of flow an

such as those during washing of another filter
ClarifiedTurbidityTrend An average clarified turbidity(NTU) since the start of the
ClarifiedTurbiditySpike The maximum difference between 30-min average clarifie

capture shock solids loading
temp Temperature is known to affect particle separation and fi
CleanBedHeadLoss Head loss at the start of the run normalised for flow and
ScaledCleanBedHeadLoss The within filter z score of ‘‘CleanBedHeadLoss” used to c

filters
HeadlossCoefficient1 The growth m/m3 of normalised head loss over the cours

within the bed
HeadlossCoefficient2 The change in rate of hydraulic resistance accumulation w
the terms of the original metric to provide outcomes more consis-
tent with expectations and an algorithm was applied to assign the
weights [18]. A further investigation simplified the allocation of
weighting based on the time below the turbidity goal Eq. (3) [19].

TRI90D ¼ A1
T90

T50
þ A2

T50

Tgoal

� �

where
if W 6 N & T_90/T_50 6 T_50/T_goal A1 = 0.9, A2 = 0.1 else
if W 6 N & T_90/T_50 > T_50/T_goal A1 = 0.1, A2 = 0.9 else
if W > N & T_90/T_50 6 T_50/T_goal A1 = 0.1, A2 = 0.9 else
if W > N & T_90/T_50 > T_50/T_goal A1 = 0.9, A2 = 0.1

and
N = 0.5and

W ¼ T50

Tgoal
þ T60

Tgoal
þ T70

Tgoal
þ T80

Tgoal
þ T90

Tgoal

� �
� 10 ð2Þ

TRIJp ¼ 1� G%
100

� �
� Tp

T50

� �
þ T50

Tgoal
� G%
100

� �
ð3Þ

where
G% = time below turbidity goal
A new approach to managing filtration can be developed from a

binary view of performance based on compliance with 0.1 NTU.
The simple discrete failure rate aggregates two distinct aspects of
performance, reliability and resilience. Though limited, common
metrics can be used to summarise these different aspects of perfor-
mance. Reliability, or the frequency of failure events over a given
period, is often characterised using the mean time between failures
Eq. (4). Resilience, the time that a system takes to return to accept-
able performance when a failure event does occur, can be
described using the mean time to recovery Eq. (5).

MTBF ¼
Xi¼n

i¼0
ðstart of spikei � end of spikei�1Þ

n
ð4Þ

MTTR ¼
Xi¼n

i¼0
ðend of spikei � start of spikeiÞ

n
ð5Þ

In order to facilitate differential diagnosis of operational filtration
issues a number of relevant variables were derived from the time-
stamped observations from other signals (see Table 1). Head loss
was normalised against a standardised flow of 50 l/s at 10 �C in
order to provide a more useful comparison of media condition using
distinction between early and late run filtration issues
hydraulic loading to the whole system
during previous 90 min, captures increases in hydraulic loading to the whole

ual filter indicates if the distribution of flow between filters is associated with

d the average over the run (l/s) captures periods of additional hydraulic loading

run provides an indication of the solids loading
d turbidity and ‘‘ClarifiedTurbidityTrend” experienced since the start of the run to

lter washing (measured at raw water inlet Celsius)
temperature as indicated by the intercept of the head loss model Eq. (6)
apture variation in post-wash media condition rather than differences between

e of the filter run indicates the rate at which hydraulic resistance accumulates

ith volume filtered
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the method described in [15]. As head loss is strongly correlated
with the number of hours in service this effect was removed by fit-
ting a second-order linear regression model to describe head loss
within each filter run in terms of the volume of water filtered since
the last wash Eq. (6). Prior to fitting the model, outlying head-loss
observations more than 2 standard deviations from the within-
run mean were removed. Average r-squared values for the head-
loss models in the four filters were 0.98, 0.96, 0.93 and 0.99 in filters
A-D respectively. The coefficients for these head loss models were
then extracted and used as explanatory features in the diagnostic
models. The model intercept, used to estimate normalised clean-
bed head loss, was converted to a z-score within the group of runs
for each filter for use in diagnostic modelling of multiple filters. The
slope coefficients were used to characterise head-loss accumulation
and change in rate during the run.

Normalised Head Loss ¼ b0 þ b1v þ b2v2 þ e ð6Þ
where

v = volume filtered since wash, e = error.
Useful information from the potential explanatory variables

was then extracted using a classification algorithm. An implemen-
tation of the CART algorithm was applied to build simple explana-
tory classification models of the conditions associated with
‘‘HIGH” > 0.1 NTU and ‘‘OK” 6 0.1 NTU filtrate [29]. CART applies
recursive partitioning to split a multi-dimensional predictor space
into regions with an assigned classification in the response vari-
able. The data is split on the point on an explanatory variable
which minimises ‘‘risk” calculated from the loss adjusted Gini pur-
ity (a measure of class imbalance) in the resulting two groups. Due
to the underlying public health objective of water treatment false
negative classifications are more undesirable than false positives.
Therefore, a loss matrix was applied during model training which
weighted the penalty of false negatives by a factor of 10. In order
to simply and effectively describe the underlying data the size of
the classification model needs to be restricted. The extent to which
the model is pruned is determined by the complexity parameter
which is the cost assigned to each additional terminal node. The
smallest tree that minimises the sum of the loss adjusted Gini pur-
ity and complexity cost is then selected. The value of the complex-
ity parameter was tuned using 10-fold cross validation using the
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve to assess
model fit and select the best value. The performance of the final
model was tested by applying the model to 20% of the data
Fig. 1. Filtrate turbidity data for 2015 plotted as
retained for testing by comparing the predicted and observed
classes. The CART algorithm was used to review a period of filter
operation and characterise the occurrence of elevated turbidity in
order to aid understanding of past filter performance. A classifica-
tion tree model was trained for each filter each week where the
probability of exceeding 0.1 NTU was greater than 1 in 1000 which
is equivalent to a single 30 s measurement in 20.16 h. Failure rates
below this level are of less concern for public health and less pre-
dictable as error in measurement and data systems is likely to con-
tribute a greater proportion of failing measurements as the total
failure rate decreases. The approach was then tested again over
each monthly period looking at all of the filters in the bank in order
to explore more general operational issues common between fil-
ters over an extended period.

3. Results

3.1. Filtration performance data

An overview of the turbidity data for the four filters assessed is
presented in time series and cumulative distribution format
(Fig. 1). The time series indicates higher turbidity and therefore
worse performance at the start and end of the year. The cumulative
distribution indicates that filters A and D are the best and worst
performers respectively. To provide a more detailed view for com-
parison data for every 10th week was selected and plotted both as
a time series (Fig. 2) and a cumulative distribution (Fig. 3). In week
1 it can be seen that turbidity from filters B–D deteriorates rapidly
during the filter run and exhibits several turbidity spikes through-
out the run with the cumulative distribution of turbidity for filter D
clearly indicating the worst performance. Improved performance
can be seen through weeks 11 and 21 with lower turbidity. By
week 31 turbidity spiking is only evident from filter C. No large tur-
bidity spikes are evident during week 41. During week 51 turbidity
appears to deteriorate during the run for filter D. These examples
illustrate variation in turbidity profiles and distributions in filters
with inconsistent performance.

3.2. Assessment of performance metrics

A number of summary statistics including mean, median, stan-
dard deviation, 90th, 95th and 99th percentiles, were calculated
using the filtrate turbidity data for each week of the 2015 period
a time series and cumulative distribution.



Fig. 2. Turbidity time series for weeks selected to demonstrate variation in filter performance.
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(Fig. 4). Similarly, values returned by the TRID and TRIJ metrics Eqs.
(2) and (3) at the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile variants for the
same data have been compared (Fig. 4). Superficially there is a
broad consensus in the performance metrics which show typically
poor performance at the start of the year, which improves
mid-year before deteriorating at the end of the year. However,
Spearman’s rank correlations between metric scores illustrate the
varying levels of agreement (Table 2). The TRIJ metric at all per-
centiles shows greater agreement with the mean than the TRID.
However, the standard deviation is more strongly associated with
the TRID than the TRIJ. Though both the TRIJ and TRID show a
strong relationship between the values returned for different per-
centiles, greater consistency between metrics applied at different
percentiles is shown by the TRIJ metric than the TRID. Only moder-
ate correlations between TRID and TRIJ scores are apparent indicat-
ing diverging perspectives on filtration performance. Using the
same data, the failure rate, mean time between failure and mean
time to recovery Eqs. (3) and (4) based on a filter achieving the best
practice target of 0.1 NTU are shown in Fig. 5. The failure rate
shows a pattern similar to the traditional performance metrics
with performance improving during the first part of the year before
declining slightly at the end. The number of hours that the filter
operates, on average, before exceeding 0.1 NTU clearly shows vari-
ation in the reliability of different filters (Fig. 5 B). Filter A is shown
to be most consistently reliable and filter D is shown to have peri-
ods of both good and poor reliability. For much of the year, how-
ever, filters B and C exhibit a turbidity spike greater than 0.1
NTU at least once every two days. The average duration in hours
of turbidity spikes, illustrative of process resilience, indicates that
turbidity spikes are typically less than half an hour in duration
(Fig. 5 C). However, this is not the case for filter D at the start of
the year or occasionally in filter A which both exhibit periods
above 0.1 NTU lasting over an hour. The expression of performance
in terms of rates and time is more intuitively comparable than val-
ues derived from weighted quotients of percentiles of the turbidity
distribution.

3.3. Filter performance diagnosis

Diagnosis of the cause of poor filtration performance is key to
managing and reducing water quality risk. In order to demonstrate
the effectiveness of classification trees an example of a weekly
model for Filter D Week 21 is shown in Fig. 6. Each circular node
describes a split in the data describing filter operation. The first
split (FlowShock >0.193) divides observations into those which
are associated with a hydraulic shock, whereby the instantaneous
flow rate was greater than 1.193 times the mean flow for the filter
over the run. It was this point that most effectively split the turbid-
ity observations in the training data into those which were greater
than or less than 0.1 NTU. Each rectangular leaf node describes the
performance of the filter given the particular conditions as
described by the nodes above. Three lines of text in the leaf node
describe the probability of a ‘‘HIGH” (>0.1 NTU) turbidity reading,
the complimentary probability of ‘‘OK” turbidity and the overall
probability, during the period of interest, that those conditions
would be observed. The outputs from the developed models
showed that they provided a highly accurate description of the
conditions associated with correct classification for >75% of obser-
vations in the worst performing model and average accuracy
between 94% and 99% depending on the filter (Table 3). Average



Fig. 3. Cumulative turbidity distributions for weeks selected to demonstrate variation in filter performance.
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true positive rates for high turbidity values were greater than 91%
for all filters.

The classification tree approach is not limited to informing on
week to week operation of individual filters. An additional categor-
ical variable indicating the specific filter was added to the model
and clean bed head loss was scaled for each of the filters using a
z score.

We can see that the monthly models typically have good accu-
racy >0.75, however model sensitivity (true positive rate) was
lower in some of the months that experienced better filter perfor-
mance (Table 4). In July only 55% of high observations were
explained by the model however, the failure rate was only 0.1%.
The classification tree model for the month of January is plotted
to provide an example (Fig. 7). It shows that those filters treating
more than 24% of the flow to the bank had a 0.48 probability of
producing ‘‘HIGH” turbidity water after 15 h, indicating that earlier
washing was required at this hydraulic loading. There was a 0.28
probability of high turbidity in the first hour and 20 min, suggest-
ing an undesirably long ripening period. Between 1.3 and 15 h into
a run filter D had a 0.19 probability of producing ‘‘HIGH” turbidity
water if it had experienced a spike in clarified water turbidity of
greater than 0.12 NTU above trend. Classification trees such as
those demonstrated can effectively identify and clearly communi-
cate the conditions associated with poor filtration performance.

4. Discussion

The cyclic operation and dynamic characteristics of filtration
typically produce a fluctuating turbidity trend from which a rela-
tive comparison of performance may not be visually intuitive
(Figs. 1 and 2). To aid clearer comparison, turbidity data are often
plotted as a cumulative distribution, though information is lost
describing the time and operational context (Fig. 1). The underly-
ing processes giving rise to filtrate turbidity vary as do properties
of the resultant distributions (Figs. 2 and 3). An appropriate
method for the quantification of performance through the aggrega-
tion of this data is important for the effective management of the
treatment process which requires the effective comparison of per-
formance over time and between filters in order to direct preven-
tative maintenance.

4.1. Performance assessment

Though widely used, the average turbidity (mean or median) is
not the most appropriate property of the distribution upon which
to compare filter performance (Fig. 4A, B). This is because unless a
filter is suffering acute and prolonged periods of poor performance,
average turbidity is likely to be below 0.2 NTU. Without visibility
of the underlying distribution it is not clear if differences in mean
turbidity arise from turbidity spikes of concern or bias at the lower
end of the measurement range. For example, average turbidity of
0.05 NTU from one system or period of operation cannot consis-
tently be assumed to represent lower risk than turbidity of 0.07
NTU from another. The insensitivity of the mean and median
statistics are demonstrated when comparing the performance of
filters B and C during weeks 31 and 41 where both statistics fail
to capture the significant spiking which occurs in the filtrate tur-
bidity of filter C during week 31 (Figs. 2 and 3). The median and



Fig. 4. Values returned by performance statistics. The points corresponding to the six selected weeks are circled.
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mean are sensitive, however, to the comparatively higher turbidity
recorded during normal operation in filter B which, with the limi-
tations of the measurement, hold little useful information and are
likely to arise from measurement error.

The standard deviation of turbidity (Fig. 4C) is generally effec-
tive and appropriate for comparing the variation in the right tailed
distributions of filtrate turbidity during inconsistent performance.
However, the statistic may not always appropriately compare dis-
tributions with varying kurtosis. It is common to select a high per-
centile value with which to compare performance (Fig. 4D –F). As
turbidity time series exhibit inconsistent skewness and kurtosis
between groups and over time, comparison of a single percentile
value will not be a consistent basis for comparison (Fig. 3). Two
distributions, one with a short fat tail and another with a long thin
tail may return an equal 95th percentile but reflect quite different
turbidity risk. A process may completely fail for 4% of the period



Table 2
Spearman’s rank correlations between performance statistics.

A
MEAN

B
MEDIAN

C
STDEV

D 90th PCTL
(T90)

E 95th PCTL
(T95)

F 99th PCTL
(T99)

G
TRI90D

H
TRI95D

I
TRI99D

J
TRI90J

K
TRI95J

A MEAN 1.00 0.81 0.63 0.90 0.85 0.74 0.52 0.49 0.46 0.97 0.98
B MEDIAN 0.81 1.00 0.20 0.55 0.47 0.33 0.03 �0.01 �0.03 0.85 0.82
C STDEV 0.63 0.20 1.00 0.82 0.89 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.51 0.55
D 90th PCTL

(T90)
0.90 0.55 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.88 0.79 0.75 0.70 0.81 0.83

E 95th PCTL
(T95)

0.85 0.47 0.89 0.98 1.00 0.94 0.85 0.84 0.79 0.75 0.77

F 99th PCTL
(T99)

0.74 0.33 0.96 0.88 0.94 1.00 0.86 0.87 0.91 0.63 0.67

G TRI90D 0.52 0.03 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.86 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.39 0.42
H TRI95D 0.49 �0.01 0.93 0.75 0.84 0.87 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.36 0.40
I TRI99D 0.46 �0.03 0.94 0.70 0.79 0.91 0.92 0.95 1.00 0.34 0.38
J TRI90J 0.97 0.85 0.51 0.81 0.75 0.63 0.39 0.36 0.34 1.00 1.00
K TRI95J 0.98 0.82 0.55 0.83 0.77 0.67 0.42 0.40 0.38 1.00 1.00
L TRI99J 0.97 0.74 0.66 0.88 0.84 0.77 0.53 0.50 0.51 0.96 0.97

Fig. 5. Performance assessment based on a binary classification of turbidity.
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without impacting on the performance as measured by the 95th
percentile. The choice of a high percentile (T90–T99) affects the
relative assessment of performance between filters B and C during
week 1 (Fig. 4D–F). The 90th and 95th percentiles for filter B are
greater than those of filter C, however, the 99th percentile for filter
C is greater than filter B. There remains no clear empirical or the-
oretical link that supports the assessment of overall performance
on the basis of a single percentile value.

Turbidity robustness indices have developed from the TRIE Eq.
(1) with additional terms and weighting procedures but fall short
of addressing distortions arising from variation in tail shape. The
relative performance of filters as described by the TRID [18] and
TRIJ [19] metrics are illustrated in Fig. 4(G–L). The first term of
the TRI metrics takes the quotient of two percentiles (Eqs. (1-3))
in a manner analogous to the uniformity coefficient applied to fil-
ter media [15]. Such an approach may function when comparing
similarly shaped distributions but is not reliable when the skew-
ness and kurtosis of the underlying distributions are inconsistent.
As a lower median turbidity (denominator) will result in a larger
quotient there is an unjustified penalty for better average turbidity
given the same high percentile value. The weakness of the TRID in
this regard is clear when comparing week 1 (Fig. 4G–I) where filter
D has a TRI90D less than filters B and C which is clearly counter
intuitive upon examination of the time series and distributions
(Figs. 2 and 3). The second term common to the TRI metrics takes
the median and divides it by the goal turbidity, typically between
0.1 and 0.3 NTU. Assuming a consistent target turbidity this term
does not serve to usefully differentiate performance any more than
taking the median. The differentiating elements of the original TRIE
metric could therefore be simplified to T90/T50 + T50 which, given
the limitations of using percentiles, is unlikely to be the best
approach for comparing performance. Though the additional pro-
cedures for weighting terms implemented in the TRID metric
remove some cases where nonsense TRIE values would be
returned, the examples identified demonstrate that the method
is fallible. Though the TRIJ introduces a simpler and more stable
method for weighting terms, the use of arbitrary percentile values
continues to exhibit an influence on the relative assessment of per-
formance between filters with turbidity distributions of different
shape (Fig. 4J–L).



Fig. 6. Example classification tree model for Filter D Week 21.

Table 4
Summary of monthly models for individual filters performance.

Month >0.1 NTU% Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity

Jan 15.00 0.75 0.96 0.70
Feb 7.10 0.85 0.81 0.86
Mar 2.60 0.94 0.93 0.94
Apr 1.50 0.96 0.74 0.96
May 0.80 0.99 0.84 0.99
Jun 2.90 0.95 0.87 0.96
Jul 0.10 1.00 0.55 1.00
Aug 0.30 1.00 0.89 1.00
Sep 0.20 0.99 0.95 0.99
Nov 1.70 0.98 0.85 0.98
Dec 2.40 0.92 0.81 0.92
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A more appropriate approach is to apply best practice guidance
which indicates that turbidity greater than 0.1 NTU is indicative of
a filtration performance issue [11]. Breaching this limit can be con-
sidered as ‘‘failure”, such a binary approach is appropriate given
uncertainties in the relationship between turbidity and water qual-
ity risk allowing a simple and effective way to incorporate perfor-
mance comparison on the basis of time. The failure rate against a
goal of 0.1 NTU is a good metric for filtration performance as it is
understandable, comparable, insensitive to measurement error
and easily applied (Fig. 5 A). For example, in week 1 filter D spent
almost twice as much time over 0.1 NTU than filter B. The reliabil-
ity of a filtration process can be compared by contrasting the aver-
age duration of acceptable performance between turbidity spikes
(Eq. (4)). The performance of filters spiking more frequently can
be described as being less reliable. The MTBF shows that filter A
typically appears to be more reliable than the other filters through-
out the year with a longer average interval between turbidity
spikes (Fig. 5 B). Poor performance may be a result of frequent
spikes in filtrate turbidity or less frequent but more extended peri-
ods of poor performance, the causes of which are likely to be func-
tionally different and therefore of interest in the management of
the process. Insight, in this regard, can be gained by examining
the interval between turbidity events. However, it should be
Table 3
Summary of weekly models for individual filters performance.

Filter Count (weeks) Accuracy (min, ave, max)

Filter A 18 0.91, 0.99, 1
Filter B 32 0.8, 0.96, 1
Filter C 42 0.76, 0.97, 1
Filter D 35 0.81, 0.94, 1
acknowledged that as high turbidity events are likely to cluster,
the mean time between failures is an indicator only. The resilience
of the performance of a filter can be compared by contrasting the
average duration of turbidity spikes which are observed (Eq. (5)).
Filters which on average return to acceptable performance in a
shorter time can be considered to be more resilient. Filter D can
be seen to be the least resilient early in the year with turbidity
spikes lasting on average over an hour (Fig. 5C).

The alternative measures of filtration performance described
offer a sensible and intuitive approach to characterising the aspects
of performance which are effectively measured using turbidity. The
main advantage of these approaches is that they do not depend on
consistent skewness of the turbidity distribution to be comparable.
Furthermore, when applying the failure rate, MTBF and MTTR there
is no reliance on an implicit assumption that risk is a consistent
linear function of turbidity. There is merely an assumption that
turbidity above 0.1 NTU is consistently indicative of greater risk
than turbidity less than 0.1 NTU. Assessment of filter performance
on the basis of turbidity could be further improved by the effective
definition of a risk function for turbidity.
4.2. Diagnosis

In order to effectively manage filtration performance, an under-
standing of the causes of poor performance is required. Diagnosis
of filtration issues is traditionally achieved through interpretation
of turbidity time series and normalised starting head loss.
Approaches to the interpretation of turbidity trends over the per-
iod of a filter run are well described and have been used to charac-
terise a number of filtration issues [15]. However, these methods
are manual, time consuming and subjective which can restrict
their application. Through automation of the analysis, such inter-
pretation can be applied much more broadly to understanding
marginal treatment performance concerns. Other researchers have
observed that by addressing such performance issues in individual
treatment stages with preventative maintenance the likelihood of
acute compound treatment failures can be reduced [20]. In this
research the assessment of filtration performance as ‘‘HIGH”
if > 0.1 or ‘‘OK” if 6 0.1 NTU facilitates the framing of diagnosis of
these issues as a machine learning classification problem, where
other sources of process data are used to build explanatory models.
The CART algorithm allows the training of simple and interpretable
Sensitivity (min, ave, max) Specificity (min, ave, max)

0.74, 0.93, 1 0.91, 0.99, 1
0.47, 0.91, 1 0.75, 0.95, 1
0.56, 0.91, 1 0.71, 0.97, 1
0.81, 0.96, 1 0.78, 0.92, 1



Fig. 7. Example classification tree model filter bank in January 2015.
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classification tree models which effectively describe the conditions
which are associated with greater risk of poor filtration perfor-
mance. These models can be readily used to review the operation
and control of filtration processes. The classification and regression
tree algorithm provides an easily interpretable output for non-
linear processes are affected by outlying observations which have
been shown to represent a challenge for linear diagnostic models
[41,42].

The common operational causes of poor filtration performance
such as hydraulic balancing, surging, ineffective backwashing,
excessively long filter runs and ineffective pre-treatment are well
known [15].Explanatory features describing these issues can be
calculated from typical operational monitoring signals at a WTW
(Table 1). Supplying these features to the algorithm, rather than
raw data trends results in more interpretable models which are
readily translated into remedial actions. As an example it is evident
from Fig. 6 that high turbidity from filter D during week 21
occurred with an 80% probability during times of hydraulic shock
of more than 19.3% later than 36.9 h into the filter run. After
42.4 h, a smaller hydraulic shock of only 10% was associated with
a 52% chance of turbidity spiking above 0.1 NTU. Flow increases
are known to cause additional shear increasing the rate of detach-
ment of particles from the media, with the effect growing more
pronounced later in the run [43,44]. From this it is possible to infer
that filter performance could be improved at this time by improv-
ing flow distribution or shortening the filter run. The high accu-
racy, sensitivity (true positive rate) and specificity (true negative
rate) of the models tested provides confidence that amelioration
of the conditions suggested by the model are likely to improve per-
formance (Table 3).

In January, across the filter bank, poor performance occurred in
a number of circumstances (Fig. 7). Typically, there was high tur-
bidity in the first 1.3 h of the filter run. A number of issues have
been associated with extended ripening periods, these include
over-washing, low solids in the clarified water, low temperature,
hydraulic overloading and ineffective particle destabilisation
[15,45,46]. Reducing the initial rate of filtration is a typical process
intervention in such circumstances, and more modern filters typi-
cally have a run to waste facility [15]. Flow distribution to the indi-
vidual filters was clearly important later in the run with those
treating more flow exhibiting greater probability of breakthrough
later in the run. Balancing flows to the four filters is likely to
improve the performance. Filter D was more likely to produce high
turbidity water during normal filter operation after the ripening
period particularly in the event of a sudden turbidity loading from
a clarification issue. Further investigation indicated that flows to
filter D were higher than those to the other three filters making
it more vulnerable to fluctuations in clarified water quality. The
simple tree model shown in Fig. 7 describes conditions associated
with 96% of elevated turbidity observations during January clearly
identifying operational opportunities for improving performance.
The monthly models were successful at describing challenge con-
ditions for the bank of filters with accuracy and sensitivity typi-
cally over 80% consistently demonstrating the potential for useful
insight for process management (Table 4).

Though the methodology discussed has been shown to identify
a range of issues related to poor performance, certain types of pro-
cess fault may not be apparent using this approach. For example,
long-term changes to filter characteristics which occur uniformly
across filters, such as media erosion which typically takes place
over years are not likely to be captured. Rapid changes, such as
sudden loss of media or change in backwash performance, which
impact on performance should be indicated by the influence of
normalised clean-bed head loss in the diagnostic model.

Other investigations focussed on other processes have devel-
oped and employed more sophisticated approaches to fault diag-
nosis and adaptive model based control [24,47–49]. Despite the
additional capabilities of many such historical control and diagnos-
tic systems described in the literature there remains an implemen-
tation gap. Such process history based methods by-definition are
likely to be retro-fitted to existing assets and control systems.
Interaction with existing proprietary control systems is awkward
or costly by design. An inherently simpler white-box method as
described can flexibly facilitate operators and engineers to deliver
performance improvements in many distributed assets with con-
siderably lower barriers to implementation.
5. Conclusions

Simple performance metrics which describe the likelihood, fre-
quency and duration of turbidity spikes using compliance rate,
mean time between failures and mean time to recovery provide an
appropriate and effective indication of filter performance, avoiding
spurious scoring and comparisons arising from current methods.
The diagnosis of operational causes of elevated filtrate turbidity
were framed as a machine learning classification problem which is
a more efficient and scalable approach than traditional manual
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interpretation of turbidity time series. The CART algorithm is
demonstrated to be an effective diagnostic method generating
highly accurate models describing conditions associated with ele-
vated filtrate turbidity. Weekly models for individual filters and
monthly models across the whole filter bank typically described
conditions associated with elevated turbidity with accuracy over
90%.

By engineering and using operationally relevant predictor vari-
ables these diagnostic models were intuitive to interpret and trans-
late into operational and preventative maintenance decisions. A
weekly model for an individual filter was shown to clearly identify
and communicate that elevated turbidity was largely associated
with hydraulic loads greater than 1.2 times the within run average
after 36.8 h of operation or hydraulic shocks greater than 1.1 times
the within run average after 42.4 h of operation. Identifying these
conditions clearly indicates that filter run times or hydraulic load
fluctuations late in the run should be reduced. A monthly model
describing performance across the filter bank identified that high
turbidity occurred during the ripening of all filters and that turbid-
ity breakthrough was an issue after 15 h except where filters were
hydraulically underloaded compared to their neighbours. Further-
more, Filter D exhibited elevated turbidity earlier in the run during
clarified turbidity spikes. Such conditions indicate that flow bal-
ancing, and the optimisation of pre-treatment and backwashing
should be investigated to deliver performance improvements.
The methods described can be readily applied to inform opera-
tional and preventative maintenance decisions.
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